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OPENVPN.NET

A PRIVATE & SECURE VIRTUAL ONLINE PRESENCE
FOR BUSINESSES AND CONSUMERS
Downloaded by millions of people and businesses worldwide and used by IT and Fortune 500
Companies, OpenVPN is the provider of next-gen secure and scalable communication services.
Our award-winning open source VPN protocol is the de-facto standard for accessing private
information securely, and our Access Server provides secure network tunneling for thousands of
businesses. That’s the legacy of our software.

MISSION STATEMENT
We believe all people should have unfiltered access to the internet. Stopping or prohibiting
someone from having the ability to surf the net is a human rights violation, and in an ideal world,
everyone would be able to access information on the web without hindrance or censorship. This
would strengthen our society, and provide people with equal opportunities; that is our ultimate
goal. Our mission is to connect your world securely by providing a more safe and secure experience
online, both for individuals, through our consumer VPN Private Tunnel - and businesses, with
Access Server.
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Our Enterprise Level
VPN Access Server is
used by more than
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Our consumer VPN Private Tunnel has been downloaded by millions.
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OpenVPN is the most trusted security software downloaded by millions.
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AVAILABLE ON ANY DEVICE
Our consumer VPN, Private Tunnel, can be downloaded on any device.
Our enterprise-level Access Server is available on AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure. It’s
also available for businesses to build out internally with their own license.

WHAT THE MEDIA IS SAYING
“With Net Neutrality Repealed ISPs Now Have the Censoring Power of an Authoritarian
Government.” By OpenVPN CEO, Francis Dinha
“If corporations have the power to throttle, which is arguably just a more reassuring
word for “censor,” is that really a free society?”

“Alexa, Can Voice Assistants Introduce Corporate Cybersecurity Risks?”
“A survey this month by OpenVPN found that a majority of consumers who cited
privacy issues as a top cybersecurity concern with smart assistant, or feared being
hacked, continued to use the devices.”

“PwdPwn audits Active Directory DB with 5K passwords in 15-30 seconds”
	To get a better picture of how most users approach passwords, an OpenVPN report
found that 25% of employees use the same password for every account they have.

“25 Daily Habits Practiced by Highly Successful People”
“As an entrepreneur, I look for ways to systematize and optimize everything I do.”

“As Telegram ban tightens, workaround options are slim for Russians.”
“It’s more than likely that the most oppressive regimes - North Korea and Iran
among them - will continue to not only black out encrypted communication, but
proactively develop techniques and technology that keeps access to all information
under tight control.”

Interested in speaking to a cyber security expert?
Want to learn more about our product?
For PR inquiries, contact: press@openvpn.net
For support requests, contact: support@openvpn.net
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